Story Box Library
Story Box Library is an educational website created for children where stories by local authors and
illustrators are read aloud by Australian and New Zealand storytellers. The website aims to inspire
imagination, make reading exciting and encourage fun while reading.
There are also activities tied to each book to engage children in thinking about the book even once
they’ve finished it.

Logging in
Sign in to Story Box Library to access children's stories being read aloud by actors, authors,
illustrators and more. There are puzzles and activities available to complete and download at the
end of the stories.
Once you've clicked on the link, find the 'Log In' link at the top right corner of the screen.

You then need to choose the option to sign in through the library, and select Liverpool Library. You
will then need to provide your card number (from your card, starting with 2000, or if you signed up
online, your member number starting with C) and your PIN. If you cannot remember your PIN,
please contact the Library.

Searching for books
Once you are signed in, you can browse books or search for a title by scrolling down the page. Use
the filters to narrow by age, length, and more.

Once you select a title, you can play it or add it to a playlist.

If you scroll down further, you can learn more about the book or find a link to the related activities
for the book.

Playing a video
When playing a story, it will fill the whole screen.

You can turn on closed captions [CC] by clicking the gear in the right bottom corner of the video.

Activity Time
Each book has an activity tied to it. Activity Time is designed for use by families to help them and
their children connect with the themes and characters of each story.
The activities differ for each story; collectively, they provide a variety of experiences for children that
promote a balanced, connected, playful, active and creative approach to learning.
Types of activity include: Play, Art and Creativity, Outdoor and Nature Play, Family Games, Cooking,
Exploring and Experimenting, Writing, Craft, and Digital Creation.
Supervision by an adult is always recommended.

To find the activity, you either click on “Activities” next to “About The Story” and “Story Details” or
from the video, click on Activity Time in the bottom right corner.

This link leads you to a PDF which has the activity.

